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If you've known Feud long enough, you might remember the ancient times when only chat was for the players. Now, everyone is welcome at the gates of discord's dark-mode province! That is, if you can open the application. Well, that's a little unfortunate, isn't it? First of all, don't worry. Feud is one of my favorite apps and I'm sure it would be one of yours if you didn't give you this
snag. With my trusted keyboard, WordPress, and my arsenal of troubleshooting skills, I'll help you figure out what to do if Feud doesn't open! I've been using the Discord app since it first launched in 2015. It's not exactly an IT technician certificate, but the good news is that you don't need to authenticate anything to make Discord work again! I'll show you how to make discord open
so you can go back to chatting with your friends and hang out with Wumpus. Why Discord might not work I say maybe because it's kind of a problem for many different reasons and I mean a lot. At least I'll name some of the most common reasons. There may be a software error on the operating system (Windows, MacOS, iOS, Android), which prevents apps from opening. If you
don't have enough RAM, opening Discord can take a long time or run very slowly. Something in discord's program files could be corrupted. This is usually accompanied by an error message. Your computer hates you. Okay, I was just kidding about the last one. Although, it certainly does feel like my computer hates me from time to time. How System Glitches can ruin the day
(Sometimes) Sometimes the devices glitch up at the system level. If you've ever had your computer, Android phone or iPhone hang on you from time to time, this may be the reason for that. Maybe he's responsible for the Feud not opening. Usually they can be fixed with a quick restart and usually do not occur very often unless there is something else wrong with your device. If
Discord doesn't open, try restarting your device first. You know, it's all off and on again. Feud: The RAM-Doming Electron App If Discord is on macOS or Windows 10, the official app may be installed. You may notice that sometimes strife doesn't open very quickly, or it runs very slowly when many other apps are open. If you are using a laptop, Feud will also channel your battery
life like there's not tomorrow. This is because Discord is hungry for RAM, but why? Electron Apps, like Feud, is a kind of program that runs off the same web browsing engine that Google Chrome uses. When you install them, you basically install chrome again (yikes) on your computer, even if you already have Google Chrome installed. If you're using both Chrome and Feud, it's
like running two web browsers at once. It's really not effective and both applications use up RAM like crazy. Although it may not look like your browser, Discord app runs on Google Chrome's Chromium engine. Oh, I forgot to explain RAM. Random access memory or RAM allows your computer to quickly store data and data for programs that are currently running. The more ram
capacity your computer has, the better your device is able to perform more tasks. So, why does Discord use Electron for MacOS and Windows? The main pro behind using Electron is compatibility. The code is simple and the changes can be pushed down to a wide variety of devices. So, great for that, but great off the optimization. The easiest way to make Discord work better is
to close other apps to run faster. However, this is not ideal if you are trying to do or chat with others while playing a video game. In this case, you may need to obtain a device with more RAM. The quickest fix is that you can only use Discord in a browser instead of downloading the bloated Electron app. However, this trick only works on Windows and Mac. Corrupted files: Discord
Probably need to be restored If you think that there are corrupted files at the root of the problem, you may need to remove and reinstall feud. You can try clearing your app's cache faster, but if that doesn't work, reinstalling the app will have to reopen strife. Let's Get To Work The rest of this article goes through each device step by step to help you if Feud doesn't open. You may
want to just skip to the device you're having trouble with. That's it, unless troubleshooting steps tools don't use to impress you. Feud: Opened! Congratulations! You have to open up the feud. It wasn't so bad, was it? Now you can hang out with your friends and Wumpus again! If you couldn't open the Feud, well, it's a little awkward, isn't it? Leave a comment below and we can try to
help nudge you in the right direction. Thank you for stopping by. If this article helped you out, please let me know with a comment and share this article with someone else who might be wrong getting Feud to work on their devices. Trust me, you're probably not the only one. Having trouble opening and using Discord on your Windows 10 PC? Well, if the answer is yes and you want
to solve this problem, then stay on this page and read it till the end carefully. You can also find solutions to other common Feud problems in this post. Thanks to useful features such as Keybinds, Priority Speaker and YouTube/Twitch Integration Discord, it has become a primary source of communication for the entire gaming community. Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, it is also
used by several educational organizations and businesses Unfortunately, many users can't open Feud in Windows 10. Moreover, some users get stuck on the connecting screen while using Feud. A A you, already have listed some of the best fixes for these troubley errors. RELATED: 10 best ways to fix feud screen sharing audio doesn't work error How to fix feud doesn't open?
1. Close strife and restart your computer The first best solution to strife is not opening it sounds a bit of a gimmick, but it doesn't work. Simply closing strife and restarting your computer can solve problems related to strife. When you restart your computer, it automatically fixes a number of configuration problems, and all unnecessary programs close. After you restart your computer,
restart Discord. Alternatively, if you want to kill the background Discord processes without restarting your computer, open the command prompt and type this command line. taskkill /F /IM feud.exe Finally, press ENTER and restart Feud. If all goes well, maybe you can use Feud now. 2. Check the Discord Server issues usually, even after opening successfully, Feud gets stuck on
the connecting screen. If you are experiencing any such issues then immediately check whether or not there are any downtime problems. Discord server problems and outages make it impossible to access the service. These issues and the status of the server can be status.discordapp.com. Red and yellow bars on the server status page showcase a significant and partial outage.
Discord even shares maintenance announcements on this website. If you have a Discord server problem, then you do not know anything rather than waiting for the Feud to officially fix it. 3. Fix corrupted system files repairing corrupted system files using SFC can fix the Feud does not open up the problem. To repair corrupted system files, open Command Prompt by typing cmd in
the Windows 10 PC star search menu. Typing the sfc /scannow command prompt automatically delays and repairs corrupted system files on the Windows device. Once the process is complete close command line and open Discord. 4. Delete AppData and LocalAppData The next best method that can be solved is not to open the Discord issue, by deleting Discord AppData and
LocalAppData. To delete discord's local app data, follow these simple steps. First, open the Run dialog box using the Next keyboard shortcut on Windows + R, type %localappdata%, and then click OK to find and delete the folder named Feud. Like local app data, you can delete app data by performing these steps and typing %appdata% in the Run dialog box. After deleting the
Feud folder, restart Feud and check whether it launches or not. 5. Login to the Discord Web Open in all browsers of your choice and log discord's official website ( ). Then close your browser and start Discord on your computer. If all goes well, Discord can start normally on your computer. BONUS METHOD 6. Update discord app know the developers of Discord fix the errors in the
messaging service on a regular basis. Updating the latest version of Discord can fix the Feud does not open an error. Follow these simple steps to update Your Feud. First, open the Run dialog box using the Next keyboard shortcut for Windows + R, type %localappdata%, and then click OK, and then open the folder named Feud. Double-click Update.exe and then restart Discord
after the upgrade process is complete. Hopefully discord will now open normally on your Windows PC. In addition, you can also uninstall and reinstall Discord. Finally, upgrading to the latest version of Windows may also resolve the issue. RELATED CONTENT If you regularly use Feud, this Feud-related content may help. CONCLUSION We hope that by now the Discord
application will not open in Windows 10 problem may be solved. If you have found another solution to fix this error, you can share it in the comments section below. If Discord doesn't open, you'll lose all features of desktop and mobile apps, such as system-wide speech pressure, so it's important to get it back up and running as quickly as possible. The most common problem that
prevents Feud from starting is that it never stops all the way to the whole place. When you close the Feud, sometimes a residual process runs in the background. This prevents the app from reopening until it kills the process. Other issues can prevent Discord from opening, such as Internet connection issues, virtual private network (VPN) and proxy incompatibilities, incorrect
system settings, and even corrupted data in temporary files or the Discord app itself. If you're having trouble opening Feud, follow these steps to get it working again. Force is stepping down from the Feud task. If you close an app like Discord, parts of the app will still run in the background. Feud doesn't appear on the taskbar or taskbar, but the rest of the system is still running.
When that happens, it's impossible to open a new copy of The Feud without getting rid of the rest. In Windows Task Manager, locate any instance of Feud, select them, and then click Finish Task. If you're using Discord on macOS, you can use Force Quit to get rid of a malfunctioning copy of Discord. You can also kill the Android app if you have problems with Discord on Android.
On Android and iOS, restarting your device can also help with Discord issues. Delete the temporary files. Corrupted temporary files can prevent discord from opening normally and To resolve this issue, you must delete all files in the AppData and LocalAppData folders. Try the web version of Discord. Find the discord.gg and sign in. If your web client works just fine, you probably
have no problems on the Internet In this case, it's more likely that there's a problem with Discord on your computer. However, if the Web client doesn't work, there's probably an Internet problem. Disable the VPN or proxy. If you use a VPN or connect to the Internet through a proxy, this may prevent Discord from working. To rule this out, disconnect yourself from the VPN or disable
the proxy, reset your normal Internet connection, and then check if Discord works. If so, try to switch to the VPN server you're connecting to, or try different proxies. Use the VPN app to disable or disconnect the VPN. To disable proxies on Windows computers, go to Control Panel &gt; Network and Internet &gt; Internet Settings. Select the Connections tab, and then click LAN
Settings. If the Use a local proxy server check box is selected, clear the selection. Click OK, and then click Apply. If you're recovering from an Internet connection problem, or you just turned off the VPN or disconnected it from a proxy, I may need to flush the DNS to see the results. If you have manually set the date and time of your computer and the settings are not accurate, this
may prevent the Discord form from working properly. Instead of manually setting things up, set the Date and Time to automatic. After you do this, restart your computer before trying to open Feud. Visit your computer for malware. Malware can be designed to prevent certain applications and utilities from starting and prevent applications from running as unwanted by-products or
using too many system resources. A high-quality anti-virus or anti-malware app, curse your computer for infections, and fix what you find. Check for Windows updates. In some cases, running an outdated version of windows can cause unexpected application behavior. If this is the source of the problem, downloading and installing available system updates will resolve the problem.
Check discord for updates. Find the discord.com/download and download the latest version of the software used for the operating system. Setup must update the application if it is out of date. Remove Discord and perform a fresh installation. If nothing else works, you'll need to uninstall the app, download the latest Discord installer, and reinstall it. If the problem was caused by
corrupted data in the Discord app, it will work again. Since the Discord application is essentially just a wrapper for the web client, any disruption to the web service can prevent to open the application. This means that there may be a problem at the end of the feud, whether you have to wait to iron it out or if you could have an internet connection issue. In this case, you can check if
Feud is down for everyone or if it's just you. Thank you for let us know! Tell me why. Why! Why!
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